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ABSTRACT
We present CCD imaging, CCD photometry on long and short timescales, and time-resolved spectros-
copy of SX LMi, a new SU Ursae Majoris type dwarf nova. The quiescent optical spectrum shows
broad double-peaked Balmer, He I, and He II emission lines, similar to other quiescent dwarf novae.
Absorption lines from a late-type secondary are not detected. Time-resolved spectra obtained in quies-
cence reveal radial velocity variations of the Balmer emission lines on a period of 0.06717^ 0.00011 days,
or 96.72^ 0.16 minutes, with only a slight possibility of a daily cycle-count error. Optical photometry
obtained between 1987 and 1991 shows Ñickering with a peak-to-peak amplitude of ^0.18 mag. The
binary orbital period can sometimes be seen in the photometric record. Long-term photometric monitor-
ing by Indiana UniversityÏs robotic telescope RoboScope for a 3 year period between 1992 October and
1995 June shows seven well-deÐned outbursts and marginally detects a few others. The outburst interval
varies between 34 and 64 days. During the 1994 December outburst, optical photometric observations
show that SX LMi exhibited superhumps with a period of 0.06893^ 0.00012 days, which is
2.6%^ 0.2% longer than the orbital period, as expected for a normal SU UMa star at this period.
Spectra obtained during superoutburst show dramatic variations in the emission-line proÐles on time-
scales of 10 minutes. ProÐle Ðts indicate that underlying absorption contributes to the shape of the
Balmer emission-line proÐles during superoutburst as in other dwarf novae in outburst or superoutburst.
Direct images in good seeing show a D19 mag companion star from SX LMi.1A.95
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cataclysmic variables (CVs) are close binary systems in
which matter is transferred onto a white dwarf from a
Roche lobeÈÐlling secondary star. (For a recent summary
describing the observations, models, and theoretical aspects
of the entirety of cataclysmic variables, see the excellent
book by The dwarf novae form a subclass ofWarner 1995.)
the CVs characterized by outbursts with amplitudes of 2È8
mag lasting for days to weeks. The mean interval between
outbursts varies widely, from D10 to 104 days. The SU
Ursae Majoris stars are a subgroup of the dwarf novae
characterized by ordinary outbursts and occasional bright-
er and longer ““ superoutbursts ÏÏ ; their orbital periods are
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Smithsonian Institution. Based in part on observations obtained at the
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generally ¹2 hr. During superoutburst, SU UMa stars
show periodic oscillations in brightness, called
““ superhumps, ÏÏ with amplitudes of a few tenths of a magni-
tude but periods a few percent longer than the orbital
period. The superhumps are widely thought to originate in
a precessing elliptical accretion disk & Kobulnicky(Molnar
1992 ; Osaki 1996).
Here we describe photometric and spectroscopic obser-
vations of SX LMi (originally called CBS 31), obtained
during quiescence and superoutburst. et al.Wagner (1988)
identiÐed SX LMi as a new cataclysmic variable during
follow-up spectroscopy of the Case Low-Dispersion North-
ern Sky Survey & Pesch(Sanduleak 1984).
2. IMAGING AND ASTROMETRY
During our photometric and spectroscopic study of SX
LMi, we noted the presence of a faint star near SX LMi
both on direct CCD frames and guiding TVs. Under good
seeing conditions on 1996 April 9.29 UT, we obtained four
V -band dithered 180 s CCD direct exposures using the
2.4 m Hiltner Telescope at Michigan-Dartmouth-MIT
(MDM) Observatory and a ““ piggyback ÏÏ direct camera that
had been added to support a monitoring program (Fig. 1).
E. E. Falco later kindly obtained brief exposures with a
wider Ðeld direct camera. We measured the pixel position
and the relative brightness of this star using DAOPHOT
and determined an astrometric position from four nearby
Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) guide stars on the widest
Ðeld frame. The tangent-plane least-squares Ðt yielded an
rms residual of for the HST guide stars and a celestial0A.34
position for SX LMia \ 10h54m30s.455, d \ 30¡06@10A.09
itself. These are equinox J2000.0 and epoch 1996.3.
The companion star is distant in position angle 192¡.1A.95
We did not observe standard stars, but the companion is
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FIG. 1.ÈV -band identiÐcation chart for SX LMi. North is to the top and east to the left. The Ðeld of view is approximately Note the faint2@.3] 3@.0.
companion adjacent to SX LMi.
0.95 V mag fainter than the star 54A northeast of SX LMi,
and 1.60 V mag fainter than SX LMi itself at the time of our
exposure. If the quiescent magnitude of SX LMi is V ^ 17.4
mag, as measured by RoboScope (see below), then the com-
panion would be at V \ 19.0 mag and the star 54A north-
east of SX LMi would be at V \ 18.1 mag. Examination of
the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS) E print shows
a southern elongation of the image of SX LMi correspond-
ing to the companion, but at a position angle of 170¡È175¡.
The image of SX LMi on the POSS O print is circular and
does not reveal the companion, which suggests that it is
quite red in color.
The di†erence in position angle between the two epochs,
D42 years apart, indicates substantial relative motion
between SX LMi and the close companion, which might
result from their relative proper motions or perhaps orbital
motion about a common center of mass. If the companion
starÏs proper motion or radial velocity shows it to be physi-
cally associated with SX LMi in a wide resolved binary
system, it o†ers a possibility of determining the spectro-
scopic parallax and, hence, distance to SX LMi based on
the spectral type of the companion. We also note the pres-
ence of a D19th magnitude star west and south of2s.3 4A.3
SX LMi that is visible on the POSS E print but absent on
the POSS O print and our V -band CCD frame The(Fig. 1).
nature of this object is unclear.
3. LONG-TERM PHOTOMETRIC BEHAVIOR
Three years of CCD photometry of SX LMi were
obtained using RoboScope, the Indiana University unat-
tended photometric system et al.(Honeycutt 1990 ;
& Turner and are shown inHoneycutt 1992) Figure 2.
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FIG. 2.ÈRoboScope light curves of SX LMi. (a) 1992 October 19
through 1993 June 16 ; (b) 1993 November 10 through 1994 June 15 ; (c)
1994 October 27 through 1995 April 28. In (c), the 1994 December super-
outburst is indicated by an arrow. Typical errors in the di†erential photo-
metry are 0.01 mag in outburst and 0.05 mag in quiescence.
Usually a single exposure of SX LMi was obtained each
clear night, resulting in 217 usable data points on 141
separate nights during the interval 1992 October 19 (UT) to
1995 April 28. For a few weeks in the winter of 1994, the
frequency of observations was increased to an average of
seven exposures each usable night. The data were reduced
using the method of inhomogeneous ensemble photometry
and nine comparison stars. Typical errors(Honeycutt 1992)
vary from 0.01 mag during outburst to 0.05 mag in quiesc-
ence. The zero point was established to an accuracy of 0.01È
0.02 mag using the secondary standards of &Henden
Honeycutt (1995).
In Figures we see seven well-deÐned outbursts (at2aÈ2c,
JD [ 2,440,000\ 8,922, 9,334, 9,368, 9,444, 9,700, 9,750,
and 9,814) and marginally detect a few others. The out-
bursts typically have amplitudes of 3.5 mag. Most outbursts
are poorly sampled, but we note that the outbursts at 9,368
and at 9,444 have resolved e-folding decay times of D1 and
D3 days, respectively, while the outburst at 9,814 has a
resolved e-folding rise time of about 1 day. The outburst
interval appears to vary between 34 days (JD 9,368È9,334)
and 64 days (note the relatively well sampled interval
between JD 9,750 and 9,814). shows the data for aFigure 2b
3 month interval when the density of the data points was
increased. We note that the mean quiescence brightness falls
slowly after outburst, and rises slowly before outburst.
These trends are superposed on about 0.7 mag of variation
within a night.
4. AVERAGE SPECTRUM IN QUIESCENCE
The discovery spectrum of SX LMi as shown in Wagner
et al. and obtained on 1986 March 8 is dominated by(1988)
strong emission lines of hydrogen, He I j5876, j5015, j4922,
and j4471, and weaker He II j4686 on a blue continuum.
FIG. 3.ÈSpectrum of SX LMi obtained at the MMT on 1991 January 16 at a spectral resolution of 2.5 as part of a radial velocity study of the system.Ó
The Hb proÐle is double-peaked but asymmetric to the red.
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FIG. 4.ÈMean spectrum of SX LMi with a spectral resolution of about 3 obtained 1996 April with the MDM 2.4 m telescope. The Ñux scale isÓ
unreliable because of clouds and losses at the spectrograph slit.
The proÐles are distinctly double-peaked, with FWHM
^ 2200 km s~1. The FWZI of Hb emission is 4300
km s~1, and the Balmer continuum is prominent in emis-
sion. The Ñux level of the spectrum corresponds to V \ 17.3
mag and is consistent with SX LMi in quiescence as indi-
cated by the RoboScope photometry The discovery(Fig. 2).
spectrum is similar to those of other dwarf novae in quies-
cence. The equivalent widths of the prominent emission
lines are Hb, 73 Hc, 55 He I j4471, 16 and He IIÓ; Ó; Ó;
j4686, 7 Ó.
shows a spectrum of SX LMi from 4400 toFigure 3
4960 at a spectral resolution *j^ 2.5 obtained 1991Ó Ó
January 16 at the 4.5 m Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT)
with the red channel spectrograph, 1200 line mm~1 grating,
and slit. Simultaneous CCD photometry (see below)1A.25
yields V \ 16.8, somewhat brighter than its typical quiesc-
ent magnitude of 17.4. The composite spectrum was formed
by averaging the 14 individual spectra in our radial velocity
study (see below), after shifting to the rest frame of the
emission lines. The average spectrum was then normalized
to the level of the continuum at 4800 Prominent Hb andÓ.
He I j4471 emission lines appear superposed on a blue
continuum. He II j4686 is broad and weak. The line proÐles
are double-peaked, but the red peaks are brighter than the
blue. This is especially evident in Hb but less so in the He I
proÐles. The measured emission equivalent widths are Hb,
64 He I j4471, 11 He II j4686, 9 and are consistentÓ; Ó; Ó
with our initial observations listed above. The FWZI of Hb
emission is 4800 km s~1.
shows the average of 38 spectra obtained usingFigure 4
the MDM Observatory 2.4 m Hiltner Telescope and the
Modular Spectrograph. A Loral 20482 unthinned CCD
and 600 line mm~1 grating yielded coverage from 4200 to
6780 at a dispersion of 1.27 pixel~1 and a spectralÓ Ó
resolution of *jD 3 The observing protocol emphasizedÓ.
maintenance of an accurate wavelength scale for velocity
measurements, and night-sky lines were stable within a few
km s~1 in the reduced data. The total integration time of 5.1
hr spanned Ðve nights in 1996 April ; the data were reduced
using procedures in IRAF. The data shown have been Ñux-
calibrated, but the vertical scale is untrustworthy because of
unknown slit losses ; even the continuum may be slightly
distorted because of a poorly understood instrumental
problem (radial velocity measurements are una†ected).
There is He II j4686 emission with D12 EW, and the HbÓ
and He I j5876 lines show slight doubling (no velocity shifts
were applied before adding). The equivalent width of Hb is
D52 and that of Ha is 83 Ha has an FWHM of 1500Ó, Ó;
km s~1 and an FWZI of 4300 km s~1. The MDM spectrum
and equivalent widths appear consistent with those
described above and also shown by & HowellSzkody
(1992).
5. SHORT-TIMESCALE LIGHT CURVES
On 1987 February 6, we obtained V -band photometry
using the 1.8 m Perkins Telescope of the Ohio Wesleyan
and Ohio State Universities at the Lowell Observatory and
the Lowell RCA CCD camera. A 4 :1 focal reduction camera
and the extraction of a 256 ] 256 pixel image centered near
SX LMi yielded a 3@] 3@ Ðeld at pixel~1. Integration0A.8
times were generally 3 minutes, with a dead time of D30 s.
After bias and Ñat-Ðeld correction, we performed di†erential
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FIG. 5.È(a) Observed magnitudes of SX LMi ( Ðlled circles) and a com-
parison star (open circles). Note the constancy of the comparison star
magnitudes during the night relative to SX LMi. (b) Di†erential light curve
of SX LMi on 6 February 1987. Note the Ñares on three occasions that are
separated by about 1.5 hr.
aperture photometry using the 18.1 mag star 54A northeast
of SX LMi as the comparison (see This was the onlyFig. 1).
usable comparison in the small Ðeld of view. No absolute
calibration was attempted ; however, the magnitude di†er-
ence between SX LMi and the comparison star at the time
of our observations was consistent with SX LMi being in
quiescence.
shows the photometry of SX LMi ( Ðlled circles)Figure 5a
and the comparison star (open circles). Note the constancy
of the comparison star ; ignoring two discrepant points
(TJD 2.8765 and 2.8907) yields a standard deviation of the
comparison star of only 0.04 mag. Because there was no
check star, we could not estimate the accuracy of the di†er-
ential light curve, using (for example) the technique outlined
by Mitchell, & Warnock even so, the scatterHowell, (1988) ;
of the comparison star instrumental magnitudes (which is
not di†erential) sets an upper limit to the uncertainties in
the di†erential magnitudes. From di†erential photometry of
comparably faint stars in other Ðelds, in which check stars
were available, we estimate that the di†erential light curve
of SX LMi is accurate to better than 1%. showsFigure 5b
the di†erential light curve. SX LMi brightens on at least
three occasions, each separated by about 1.5 hr, but the
form of each brightening is slightly di†erent. Changes in
brightness of 0.3 mag on a timescale of a few minutes are
also apparent in as is a general upward trend ofFigure 5b,
about 0.2 mag during the observations.
We searched the di†erential light curve for periodic varia-
tions using two di†erent techniques, and we show the
results in First, sine functions with trialFigure 6. (Fig. 6a)
periods between 0.05 and 3 hr were Ðtted to the data, yield-
ing a signiÐcant decrease in the mean square residual for
trial periods of 1.5 ^ 0.2 hr. Second, the phase dispersion
minimization method of which makesStellingwerf (1978),
FIG. 6.ÈPeriod search of the data in based on (a) a sine function with trial periods between 0.05 and 3 hr and (b) the phase dispersion minimizationFig. 5
method of A period of 1.492 hr, or 0.062 days, was found in both searches.Stellingwerf (1978).
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FIG. 7.È(a) Data from phased on the 1.492 hr period, and (b)Fig. 5b
data averaged in 10 phase bins. The light curve is nearly sinusoidal on
average.
no assumptions concerning the light-curve shape, was used
with a (4, 1) binning structure This also yielded a(Fig. 6b).
statistically signiÐcant 1.5 hr (\0.062 days) period.
In we show the data phased on the 0.062 dayFigure 7a,
period, with phase zero corresponding to the time of the
Ðrst data point (JD 2,446,832.7684). The Ñickering makes
the light curve noisy. shows the data averaged inFigure 7b
10 phase bins ; the error bars represent the standard devi-
ation of the mean magnitude in each bin. The mean light
curve on the 0.062 day period appears nearly sinusoidal,
with a peak-to-peak amplitude of D0.35 mag.
We obtained additional photometry on 1991 January
15È16 UT while SX LMi was in quiescence. The(Fig. 8)
January 16 data were simultaneous with spectroscopy at
the MMT and will be discussed below. The Perkins Tele-
scope, the Lowell Observatory Texas Instruments 8002
CCD camera, and a Johnson V Ðlter were used. The 4 :1
focal reduction camera and extraction of a 300] 300 pixel
image yielded a 2@] 2@ Ðeld at pixel~1. The integration0A.4
time was again 3 minutes and the dead time was again D30
s. After bias and Ñat-Ðeld correction, we used digital aper-
ture photometry to measure the brightness of SX LMi with
respect to the 18.1 mag star 54A to the northeast. We Ðnd
V ^ 17.5 mag on January 15 and V ^ 16.8 mag on January
16 for SX LMi.
The light curves look similar to those obtained in(Fig. 8)
1987, except the maxima are much less well deÐned. These
data suggest two photometric maxima per period, in con-
trast to the 1987 data, which appear nearly sinusoidal with
FIG. 8.ÈCCD photometry obtained (a) 1991 January 15 and (b) 1991
January 16 at the Perkins Telescope.
a single maximum. On each night, the maxima are separat-
ed by almost exactly half a period, but the Ñickering makes
it difficult to determine the relative phase di†erence.
6. RADIAL VELOCITY STUDIES
Fourteen 10 minute spectra were obtained with the
MMT on the night of 1991 January 16 at minimum light to
search for periodic radial velocity variations and other spec-
troscopic signatures of the candidate period. The details of
the equipment are given in above. Following each spec-° 4
trum of SX LMi, we observed an HeNeAr comparison lamp
for wavelength calibration. The Ñux-standard star G191-
B2B was also observed. We reduced the data with IRAF
routines for bias subtraction, Ñat-Ðelding, optimal extrac-
tion of one-dimensional spectra, wavelength calibration,
and conversion to absolute Ñux. We estimate the internal
precision of our radial velocities to be 6 km s~1. Figure 9
shows a montage of the 14 MMT spectra centered on Hb
and displayed in the form of a trailed spectrogram. Radial
velocity variations are evident in the two peaks, as well as in
the wings of the Hb line.
Radial velocities were measured by convolving the Hb
emission-line proÐle with a double-Gaussian mask
& Young see also &(Schneider 1980 ; Shafter 1983 ; Shafter
Szkody The FWHM of the Gaussian mask was1984).
chosen to be 3 and thus slightly wider than our nominalÓ
spectral resolution. When this approach was applied to
these spectra, the dependence of the ratio of the uncertainty
in the velocity amplitude and the velocity amplitude,
p(K)/K, on Gaussian separation showed a Ñattened para-
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FIG. 9.ÈSpectra of SX LMi in Hb obtained at the MMT phased on the photometric period and displayed in the form of a trailed spectrogram. Note the
radial velocity variations of the two emission peaks.
bola with a minimum at a separation of 1850 km s~1. For
separations between 1400 and 2500 km s~1, K decreased
monotonically while p(K) showed a strong parabolic depen-
dence, with a minimum at a separation of 1850 km s~1. This
is consistent with the expected behavior ; however, we were
far from sampling the line proÐle in the wings, and for larger
separations both K and p(K) exhibited strong monotonic
increases. One possible explanation for this behavior is that
the wings of the line proÐle are heavily contaminated by a
component whose radial velocity variations are signiÐ-
cantly out of phase with those of the Hb-emitting portions
of the accretion disk, resulting in very poor Ðts when the
wings are included.
The best-Ðt circular orbital solution for the Hb velocities
was achieved assuming a Gaussian separation of 1850 km
s~1. A least-squares circular orbit Ðt
v(t) \ c] K sin [2n(t [ T0)/P]
yielded
T0\ HJD 2,448,272.792^ 0.183 ,
P\ 0.0689^ 0.0024 days ,
K \ 57 ^ 11 km s~1 ,
c\ [146 ^ 8 km s~1 ,
p \ 32.1 km s~1 ,
where p is the rms residual of the velocities around the Ðtted
sinusoid. The deviant point at phase 0.62 was not included
in the orbital solution, though. Here we deÐne phase zero to
be inferior conjunction of the primary star, in contrast to
the usual notation in which phase zero corresponds to infe-
rior conjunction of the secondary star. In our case, a bright
spot normally viewed at phase 0.75 will be seen at phase
0.25.
In (top), we show our Hb radial velocities withFigure 10
the best-Ðt circular orbit solution superposed. The solution
is acceptable, although there are two extreme deviations
from the Ðtted velocity curve at phases 0.62 and 0.97.
However, we note that K as a function of Gaussian separa-
tion never showed the expected plateau even though p(K)/K
did exhibit the proper dependence for relatively small
Gaussian separations that excluded the wings of the line
proÐle. The lower panels of show the photometryFigure 10
obtained at the Perkins Telescope on January 15 and simul-
taneously with the MMT radial velocities on January 16.
The photometry obtained on both nights exhibits consider-
able Ñickering at all orbital phases. The most prominent
feature of the light curve on January 15 is a rapid bright-
ening after phase 0.35, reaching a sharp cusp at phase 0.5
and declining quickly thereafter. On January 16, the light
curve consists of perhaps two maxima separated by about
FIG. 10.È(a) Hb radial velocities obtained on 1991 January 16 and
(b, c) V -band CCD photometry obtained on the nights of 1991 January 15
and 16, respectively, folded on the best-Ðt spectroscopic period. The solid
line is the best-Ðtting sinusoid, with a semiamplitude of 57 km s~1. The rms
error of the velocity points with respect to the curve is 32 km s~1.
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TABLE 1
Ha RADIAL VELOCITIES
V V V V
HJDa (km s~1) HJDa (km s~1) HJDa (km s~1) HJDa (km s~1)
178.8350 . . . . . . [42 179.6856 . . . . . . 4 181.7789 . . . . . . [21 181.9160 . . . . . . [17
178.8411 . . . . . . [67 179.6916 . . . . . . 13 181.7850 . . . . . . [24 181.9221 . . . . . . 19
178.8471 . . . . . . [85 179.6977 . . . . . . 0 181.8708 . . . . . . [118 181.9281 . . . . . . [57
178.8532 . . . . . . [132 179.7037 . . . . . . 35 181.8769 . . . . . . [106 181.9342 . . . . . . [106
178.8592 . . . . . . [88 180.8592 . . . . . . [120 181.8830 . . . . . . [134 182.6331 . . . . . . [152
178.8653 . . . . . . [102 180.8713 . . . . . . [104 181.8891 . . . . . . [72 182.6495 . . . . . . [34
178.8813 . . . . . . [22 180.8773 . . . . . . [118 181.8951 . . . . . . [53 182.6556 . . . . . . [125
178.8934 . . . . . . 12 181.7662 . . . . . . [9 181.9038 . . . . . . [19 182.6761 . . . . . . [106
179.6796 . . . . . . [43 181.7722 . . . . . . [39 181.9099 . . . . . . [18 182.6821 . . . . . . [162
a Heliocentric JD of mid-integration minus 2,450,000.
0.5 in phase. These data indicate that the light curve
changes on relatively short timescales and that the cusp was
a transitory event and not typical of every orbital cycle.
To improve the accuracy of the orbital period derived
from photometry and limited MMT spectroscopy, we
observed SX LMi on Ðve bright or gray nights in 1996 April
with the MDM 2.4 m Hiltner Telescope. The instrumental
setup and average spectrum were discussed in SX LMi° 4.
appeared to be at minimum light. The seeing and transpar-
ency were often poor and some of the spectra were unus-
able, so we reviewed the 52 integrations of 8 minutesÏ length
individually, rejecting 14 for insufficient signal-to-noise
ratio. The remaining spectra spanned 7.2 hr of hour angle.
Simultaneous photometry was not obtained.
We measured Ha velocities with the double-(Table 1)
Gaussian convolution technique described earlier. The
Gaussian separation used was 1740 km s~1, again similar to
our earlier measures. The period search of these velocities,
shown in uses a ““ residual gram ÏÏ technique,Figure 11,
explained by et al. it selects a mostThorstensen (1996) ;
likely period near 0.06717 days (14.89 cycles day~1).
Because of the limited signal-to-noise ratio of the velocities,
daily cycle-count aliases at 0.07187 days (13.91 cycles
day~1) and 0.06298 days (15.88 cycles day~1) are stronger
than one would prefer. To determine the conÐdence with
which we could identify the best-Ðtting alias with the true
period, we used the Monte Carlo test of &Thorstensen
Freed (1985).
We tested one alias against an alternative, and for the
standard deviation of the artiÐcial data we used the scatter
around one of the alternate periods in the actual data. This
yielded a (one-sided) discriminatory power of 966/1000 and
a correctness likelihood of 315/316 ; a two-sided test would
reduce these to about 932/1000 and 314/316. Thus the
FIG. 11.ÈPeriodogram of the MDM Ha radial velocities computed as the inverse square of the sinusoid Ðt residuals. The highest peak corresponds to the
adopted period.
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FIG. 12.ÈMDM radial velocities of the Ha line, folded on the adopted
period. All data are plotted twice for continuity. The best-Ðtting sinusoid,
with a period of 0.067173 days and a semiamplitude of 57 km s~1, is
plotted as a solid line. The rms error of the solution is 34 km s~1.
alias choice is reasonably secure, but not completely deÐni-
tive. The best-Ðt sinusoid had
T0\ HJD 2,450,180.8877^ 0.0021 ,
P\ 0.06717^ 0.00011 days ,
K \ 57 ^ 10 km s~1 ,
c\ [65 ^ 7 km s~1 ,
p \ 33.7 km s~1 .
This sinusoid is superposed on the folded Ha radial veloci-
ties in As with the MMT velocities, there areFigure 12.
signiÐcant deviations from the best Ðt, which tend to occur
at the extrema of the velocity curve near phases 0.25 and
0.75. Surprisingly, the semiamplitude K from the MDM
data is essentially identical to that obtained from the MMT
spectra, but the systemic velocities di†er considerably. Such
a di†erence could result from a time-dependent outÑow or
wind from the accretion disk.
7. OUTBURST OBSERVATIONS
On 1994 December 13, an outburst of SX LMi was dis-
covered by RoboScope. At the time of the discovery, SX
LMi had reached V \ 13.43, rising from its quiescence at
V ^ 17.4 and implying an outburst amplitude of at least 4
mag, since RoboScope did not monitor the entire outburst.
The data do not resolve the onset of the outburst, since the
previous measurement was obtained 11 days earlier, when
SX LMi was at V \ 17.51. Likewise, the end of the outburst
was not resolved since the next measurement was obtained
on December 26, when the star had faded to V \ 16.72.
Evidently, the outburst ended sometime between December
22 and 26, since we observed superhumps on December 22
(see below).
Alerted to the outburst by RoboScope, we obtained time
series di†erential photometry on the nights of 1994 Decem-
ber 20, 21, and 22, using the National Undergraduate
Research Observatory (NURO) 0.8 m telescope at the
Lowell Observatory and the NURO direct-imaging CCD
camera. The camera consists of a Ðlter wheel and a Tektron-
ix thinned back-illuminated 5122 CCD yielding D0A.45
pixel~1. The seeing was typically and integration2AÈ2A.5,
times were 300 s with 30 s of dead time between exposures.
On December 20, we obtained photometry through a
Johnson B Ðlter for 2.73 hr. On December 21 and 22, we
used a Johnson V Ðlter for durations of 2.73 and 3.44 hr,
respectively. Bias and Ñat-Ðeld frames were obtained on
each night, but absolute calibration was not attempted.
shows the outburst light curves. The obviousFigure 13
superhumps conÐrm the membership of SX LMi in the SU
UMa subclass. In general, superhumps should decline in
intensity to shorter wavelengths since their source is rather
cool et al. but must have a(Hassall 1985 ; Naylor 1988),
rather large emitting area at the edge of the accretion disk
to account for their great strength et al. The(Naylor 1988).
superhumps on December 21 are triangular in shape but
may be more rounded one night later, on December 22.
This behavior is consistent with other SU UMa systems,
such as Z Cha & OÏDonoghue in which the(Warner 1988),
superhumps have large amplitude and are triangular in
proÐle at the beginning of the outburst but become more
rounded and of lower amplitude later in the outburst.
To determine a superhump period, we began by Ðtting
D0.068 day sinusoids to the individual nightsÏ data and
FIG. 13.ÈDi†erential photometry of SX LMi obtained during the 1994
December superoutburst at NURO. The horizontal scale for each night is
the same, but the starting times of the plots have been arranged so that the
superhumps line up from night to night. A period of 0.06893 days was
assumed for this alignment.
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adjusting the di†erent nights to a common mean of zero ; we
then searched for periods in the merged, adjusted time series
using the ““ residual gram ÏÏ technique et al.(Thorstensen
Although this technique formally assumes the data to1996).
be sinusoidal, it is sensitive to quasi-sinusoidal variations
like those seen here. shows the result ; a frequencyFigure 14
near 14.51 cycles day~1 is strongest, but daily cycle-count
aliases are also present. The aliasing results from the modest
range of hour angle spanned by the observations (inevitable
in view of its right ascension and the time of year the out-
burst occurred). The best alias corresponds to a superhump
period days, which, as expected, isPSH \ 0.06893 ^ 0.00012a little longer than the orbital period found above, Porb\0.06717 days. Although the superhump data do not carry
much weight in the choice of daily cycle-count alias, they
are nicely consistent with our preferred spectroscopic
period and do give us some extra conÐdence that we chose
the correct spectroscopic period.
The SU UMa stars show a correlation between Porband the superhump period excess v\ (PSH [ Porb)/Porb.et al. recently revisited this correlationThorstensen (1996)
and found the mean relation
v\ [0.0344] (0.0382 hr~1)Porb .
For SX LMi this relation predicts v\ 0.027, and we
observe v\ 0.026^ 0.002, which is just as expected.
During the 1994 December superoutburst of SX LMi, we
also obtained several low-dispersion spectra using the
Steward Observatory CCD spectropolarimeter (SPOL;
Stockman, & Smith in its nonpolarimetricSchmidt, 1992)
mode on the Perkins Telescope. Spectra obtained on 1994
December 18, 19, 21, and 27 are shown in TheFigure 15.
red spectra, obtained December 18 and 19, cover 5500È8050
those obtained December 21 and 27 cover 4500È7000Ó; Ó.
SPOL utilizes a thinned back-illuminated Loral 1200] 800
CCD and a 1200 groove mm~1 grating. When combined
with a 5A entrance slit, it yields a spectral resolution D6 Ó.
The seeing was typically For wavelength calibration2AÈ2A.5.
we used spectra of HgNeXe lamps, and the spectrum of an
illuminated white screen was used as a Ñat Ðeld. We used
EG 184 as a standard for relative Ñux calibration.
The December 18 and 19 (red) spectra show Ha and He I
j6678 and j7065 emission lines superposed on a relatively
steep blue continuum. The measured equivalent width and
FWHM for Ha on both December 18 and 19 are respec-
tively 7 and 1000 km s~1. During quiescence, the equiva-Ó
lent width of Ha is D83 so much of the decrease in itsÓ,
equivalent width can be explained by the brightening of the
continuum during the outburst. Bluer spectra on December
21 show emission not only at Ha but also at Hb, superposed
on a broad absorption proÐle. On December 21 the net
equivalent width and FWHM of the Ha emission were
respectively 8 and 926 km s~1, comparable to the pre-Ó
vious days. By December 27, the outburst had subsided and
the spectrum was similar to the quiescent spectra. The
equivalent widths of Ha and Hb emission were 62 and 51 Ó,
respectively.
The December 18 spectra span about 1 hr, or nearly
two-thirds of the orbital period. There are six spectra with
600 s integration times. shows the Ha proÐles forFigure 16
each of the six spectra. Note the dramatic proÐle variations
on timescales of D10 minutes. When the sequence begins,
FIG. 14.ÈPeriod search of the superhump photometry, computed as described in the text. The highest peak indicates the derived superhump period of
0.06893^ 0.00012 days.
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FIG. 15.ÈSpectra of SX LMi obtained during the 1994 December
superoutburst with SPOL on the Perkins Telescope. The spectra obtained
between December 18 and 21 were during the outburst, but by December
27 the outburst had ended and returned to quiescence.
the proÐle is highly asymmetric to the blue, but only 10
minutes later the proÐle is fairly symmetric and shows
double peaks. In the next time step, the proÐle is highly
asymmetric to the red. Later spectra, which encompass
nearly half the orbit, show it to be relatively symmetric.
Similar line-proÐle variations have been observed in other
SU UMa systems, such as Z Cha and SU UMa(Vogt 1982)
itself et al.(Rutten 1992).
The variations exhibited by the line proÐles on December
18 and their diversity on December 21 led us to model their
physical origin in the disk. We assume a circularly sym-
metric, Ñat, nonturbulent, geometrically thin accretion disk
in Keplerian rotation. We further assume that the density
distribution of the emitting atoms is a power-law function
of the disk radius in which the radial coordinate r is normal-
ized to r \ 1 at the outer edge of the disk. The emission-line






& Sunyaev where u is the(Shakura 1973 ; Smak 1981),
dimensionless radial velocity (u \ 1 when r \ 1), is ther1ratio of the inner radius to the outer radius of the disk,
(1, u~2), and f (r) D r~a. The parameter a rangesr
z
\ min
from zero to 2.5, and the integral can be evaluated analyti-
cally for integer and half-integer values of a within this
range. For line proÐles that characterize cataclysmic vari-
ables, a ^ 2 In addition to the disk component(Smak 1981).
described above, we included a Gaussian line component to
represent the broad absorption component of the Hb line
proÐle in or asymmetries in the emission-lineFigure 15
proÐles, whether they are produced by additional emission
or absorption lines. The disk proÐle and Gaussian com-
FIG. 16.ÈTime series spectra of SX LMi centered on the Ha emission line obtained over an hourÏs time span on 1994 December 18 during the
superoutburst. Note the dramatic Ha line proÐle variations on timescales of 10 minutes. A Ðducial Ñux is indicated for each spectrum. Each successive tick
mark represents a di†erence of 10~15 ergs cm~2 s~1 Ó~1.
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ponent superposed on a linear background continuum
deÐne our model line proÐle. Comparisons with the
observed data were made using a nonlinear least-squares
Ðtting program with the model proÐle and evaluated at
each step using a s2 statistic.
The results for the December 21 Ha and Hb line proÐles
are shown in the top and bottom panels of Figure 17,
respectively. The crosses represent the data, and the Ðnal Ðt
and individual proÐle components are respectively shown
as heavy solid lines and dotted lines. The observed Ha
proÐle is highly asymmetric to the red. We found that this
proÐle could be best represented by an accretion disk
proÐle and a slightly blueshifted narrow absorption line.
The disk proÐle is characterized by a \ 2, which yielded the
best-Ðt solution with respect to the data for integer and
half-integer values of a between zero and 2.5. We Ðnd that
the ratio of the inner edge of the disk to the outer edge is
and that the velocity at the outer edge of the disk,r1\ 0.03is about 152 km s~1. The equivalent width of the disku2,component is 11.4 The absorption line is blueshifted withÓ.
respect to the emission-line component by [110 km s~1,
and its equivalent width is 2.3 The half-width of theÓ.
absorption line is about 274 km s~1.
These results can be compared with those for Hb, in
which we might naively expect the disk parameters to be
similar to those derived from the Ha proÐle. The signal-to-
noise ratio of the Hb proÐle is not nearly as good as that of
Ha, and its proÐle is complicated by the presence of a broad
FIG. 17.ÈModel Ðtting of the Ha (top) and Hb (bottom) line proÐles
during the superoutburst of SX LMi on 1994 December 21. The data are
represented by crosses. The individual line components are shown as
dotted lines. The Ðnal Ðt is shown as the heavy solid line. The Ha line
proÐle consists of a disk component superposed with a narrow and slightly
blueshifted absorption line. The Hb line consists of a disk component
superposed with a broad absorption line.
absorption component. As for Ha, we Ðnd that the best-Ðt
solution yields a \ 2. We Ðnd, for the disk component
arising from Hb, that and km s~1 andr1\ 0.05 u2\ 271that its equivalent width is 2.7 The systemic velocities ofÓ.
Ha and Hb emission derived from our Ðtting are quite dif-
ferent, [68 and [351 km s~1 for Ha and Hb, respectively.
The broad absorption component of Hb is characterized by
a half-width of 5200 km s~1 and an equivalent width of 9 Ó.
The deblended emission-line intensities of Ha and Hb,
compared with those predicted from theoretical models of
hydrogen emission at moderate to high densities, allow us
to infer some physical characteristics of the accretion disk in
outburst. The observed Ha/Hb intensity ratio is 1.7 and
when corrected for the small amount of reddening will be
slightly Ñatter. Comparison with the models presented by
& Ulrich indicates that the electron tem-Drake (1980)
perature in the Balmer line emission region must be in
excess of ^5000 K. At a temperature of 5000 K, the Ha/Hb
ratio is never less than about 2.4 over a wide range of Ha
and Lya optical depths. It is also clear that the Ha optical
depth must be large given the relatively Ñat decrement, since
the Ha/Hb ratio tends to unity at large optical depths. For a
temperature of 104 K and then logq(Ha) Z 10, N
e
(cm~3) Z
12.5 in the Balmer line region. The decrement does not
place an upper limit on the temperature in the Balmer line
region.
Our constraints on the temperature derived from the
emission lines compare favorably to those inferred based on
the wavelength dependence of the superhump amplitudes
et al. in which T \ 6000È(Hassall 1985 ; Naylor 1988),
10,000 K. The physical situation might well be described by
an accretion disk with T ^ 7500È10,000 K, log N
e
^ 13,
and large Lya and Ha optical depths.
8. DISCUSSION
We have shown that SX LMi is an SU Ursae Majoris
star with an orbital period near 97 minutes and a super-
hump period excess typical of other SU UMa stars with
similar orbital periods. We can estimate the distance to SX
LMi by using relationship betweenWarnerÏs (1987)
minimum absolute magnitude and orbital period,
where theM
V
(min)\ (9.72^ 0.25) [ (0.337 ^ 0.056)P,
orbital period P is expressed in hours. For SX LMi this
relation yields mag. TakingM
V
(min)\ 9.2^ 0.3 Vmin\17.4 from the RoboScope results, we derive a distance of
360 pc, assuming that mag Alternative-A
V
\ 0.4 (b \ 64¡.2).
ly, we can estimate the distance to SX LMi from WarnerÏs
relationship between absolute magnitude at(1987)
maximum and orbital period, M
V
(max)\ (5.64^ 0.13)
[ (0.259^ 0.024)P. In this case, we Ðnd that M
V
(max)\
5.2 mag, assuming our best-Ðt orbital period. If V ^ 13.4 at
maximum, as measured by RoboScope, then we Ðnd that
d \ 360 pc, in excellent agreement with the distance derived
from its orbital period and magnitude in quiescence. Since
the amount of interstellar absorption in the direction of SX
LMi is uncertain, an upper limit on its distance is ^440 pc.
Howell, & Mason have placed constraintsSproats, (1996)
on the distance to SX LMi based on infrared magnitudes
and colors and Ðnd that d º 150 pc. The implied z-distance
is 330 pc, which places SX LMi considerably above the
D150 pc scale height of disk CVs (Patterson 1984).
The relatively small radial velocity semiamplitude and
the small photometric Ñuctuations (^0.18 mag) both
suggest that SX LMi has a low orbital inclination. Simulta-
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neous photometry and spectroscopy allow the unam-
biguous phasing of the light curve with respect to the
velocities, as shown in and there is no indicationFigure 10,
that a bright spot dominates the light curve or that a strong
S-wave component dominates the H line proÐles in SX LMi.
In most nova-like CVs, there is little or no evidence that a
bright spot contributes to the emission-line proÐles (Warner
and references therein) in these high accretion rate1995
systems. This comparison suggests that SX LMi probably
has a relatively high accretion rate for a typical SU UMa
system below the period gap. This behavior contrasts with
other SU UMa systems and references therein),(Osaki 1996
which are believed to have mass accretion rates of 1016 g
s~1 or less. There is no evidence that SX LMi is a member
of the ““ ER UMa stars ÏÏ or ““ RZ LMi stars ÏÏ &(Kato
Kunjaya Honeycutt, & Turner1995 ; Robertson, 1995),
which constitute an extreme group of SU UMa stars char-
acterized by short supercycles (20È45 days) and frequent
normal outbursts (D4 days). Modeling and(Osaki 1996
references therein) indicates that these systems have accre-
tion rates well in excess of 1016 g s~1, in contrast to normal
SU UMa systems. SX LMi may have an accretion rate
intermediate between these two classes of SU UMa stars.
The correspondingly higher disk luminosity in SX LMi pre-
vents detection of the secondary star in the red portions of
our optical spectra and in the infrared et al.(Sproats 1996).
Long-term RoboScope monitoring shows that SX LMi
undergoes outbursts at intervals of 34È64 days with a mean
amplitude of about 3.5 mag, but the duration of the out-
bursts is not well constrained since there are signiÐcant gaps
in our coverage. At the time of one of these outbursts (1994
December) superhumps were observed in the light curve,
indicating at least one superoutburst of the system between
late 1992 and mid-1995. Superoutbursts generally last
longer than ordinary outbursts by factors of 5È10 (Warner
and references therein), but this e†ect is not evident in1995
the long-term light curve of SX LMi For SU UMa(Fig. 2).
stars, the observed ratio of recurrence times of super-
outbursts to normal outbursts lies in the range 1È14
For example, Z Cha undergoes ordinary(Warner 1995).
outbursts every ^90 days and superoutbursts every ^280
days Observations of SU UMa over a 60-(Bateson 1978).
night campaign between 1988 December and 1989 January
et al. et al. indicated four normal(Jones 1990 ; Rutten 1992)
outbursts but no superoutbursts. The amplitude of these
outbursts was typically ^2.5 mag. In general, SU UMa
exhibits normal outbursts with recurrence times between 5
and 33 days Charles, & van Paradijs For(Casares, 1990).
SX LMi, the data suggest that the superoutburst period
must be less than D170 days. If normal outbursts occur at
intervals of 34È64 days, then the outbursting behavior of
SX LMi is similar to other SU UMa systems. A periodo-
gram of the quiescent RoboScope data in the range
0.065È0.070 days, and thus covering the orbital period, did
not indicate the presence of any statistically signiÐcant
periodicities.
The spectrum of SX LMi in quiescence is similar to that
of other dwarf novae (DNs) in their low states (Warner
These spectra are characterized by strong Balmer1995).
emission lines superposed on a blue continuum. Weaker
emission lines arising from He I and, perhaps, heavier ele-
ments are also present. Emission arising from He II j4686
and the C III/N III blend at 4650 is weak or absent. FewerÓ
spectroscopic observations are available in the literature of
DNs in outburst or SU UMa systems in superoutburst, as
compared with photometric observations. However, our
spectra of SX LMi in superoutburst are similar to those of
other DNs and SU UMa systems in outburst or super-
outburst. The strong Balmer emission lines that character-
ize their spectra in quiescence are replaced by broad and
strong absorption troughs superposed on an increasingly
stronger continuum. In most DNs at maximum light, weak
emission-line cores are visible at the bottom of the absorp-
tion troughs. In many DNs and SU UMa systems, Ha is
primarily in emission and the higher order Balmer lines are
in absorption with weak emission cores because the Balmer
decrement is steeper in the emission than the absorption
lines In high-inclination systems such as Z(Warner 1995).
Cha and OY Car, the spectrum consists of emission lines
with narrow absorption cores (see and refer-Warner 1995
ences therein). Unpublished spectra of SU UMa and YZ
Cnc obtained by which document in detailHarlaftis (1992),
the spectroscopic evolution of these systems from quies-
cence to superoutburst and back to quiescence, bear a strik-
ing resemblance to our superoutburst spectra of SX LMi.
9. SUMMARY
1. Time-resolved spectroscopy of SX LMi in quiescence
reveals radial velocity variations of the Balmer emission
lines on a period of 96.72 minutes with a semiamplitude of
57 km s~1. The quiescent optical spectrum of SX LMi is
similar to other quiescent dwarf novae.
2. SX LMi is a member of the SU Ursae Majoris class of
cataclysmic variables. Photometric observations during the
outburst of 1994 December show that SX LMi exhibits
superhumps with a period 2.6% longer than the orbital
period, as expected for a normal SU UMa system at this
orbital period.
3. Long-term photometric monitoring of SX LMi by
RoboScope between 1992 October and 1995 June shows
seven well-deÐned outbursts with a mean amplitude of 3.5
mag. The outburst interval varies between 34 and 64 days.
The presence of superhumps in 1994 December indicates
that at least one of the outbursts discovered by RoboScope
was a superoutburst.
4. The spectrum of SX LMi in superoutburst is similar to
those of other dwarf novae in outburst or superoutburst.
Spectra obtained during superoutburst show dramatic
variations in the emission-line proÐles on timescales of less
than 10 minutes. Analysis of the average line proÐles in
superoutburst indicates that underlying absorption contrib-
utes to the shape of the Balmer line proÐles. The Balmer
decrement during superoutburst constrains the temperature
of the disk to be greater than 5000 K. This is consistent with
the color dependence of the superhump amplitude based on
observations of other systems, which declines to shorter
wavelengths, and suggests T \ 6000È10,000 K.
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF.ÈPhotometric observations of SX LMi during its 1994 superoutburst and their interpretation by
D. Nogami, S. Masuda, & T. Kato (PASP, 109, 1114 [1997]) are consistent with the results presented here although their
superhump period (P\ 0.06950^ 0.00002 days) is slightly longer than our value.
